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BACKGROUND
•

This presentation focuses on occupation-based assessment
of differential vulnerability using a composite CWCVI
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WHY CARE ABOUT CWCVI?
•

Need to frame climate variability and water conflict links
around the notion of vulnerability, particularly in water-scarce
environments facing threats of violence

•

CWCVI utilises aspects of livelihood perspectives and a
general framing consistent with the context, place and time
specific nature of indicator-based vulnerability assessments

• Notion of ‘double exposures’ is often used to reflect
overlapping processes of change acting within particular
localities (O’Brien et al., 2000; Silva et al., 2010)
• DEI, an embedded component of CWCVI, highlights reasons
behind unequal exposure to ‘climate-water conflict’

CWCVI AND DEI: HOW DEVELOPED?
• Conceptually, CWCVI is the propensity to be constrained by
climate and conflict stresses

- encompasses situations where populations are at risk of
losing their livelihoods and/or freedom
• CWCVI is a bottom-up, systematic framework that engages
‘views from the vulnerable’ at household and community
levels – developed using a 5-step interrelated process
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CWCVI AND DEI: HOW DEVELOPED?
• Specification of the vulnerable situation
- System of interest (human-environment system); valued attributes
(livelihoods and human well-being); double stresses of interest (climate
variability and water conflict); period of interest (Füssel, 2007)

• Selection of indicating baskets and indicators
- Existing scientific knowledge (theories and frameworks) on key
processes generating vulnerability were assessed and validated using a
mix of expert opinion and an initial scoping study

• Data collection (surveys, interviews)

CWCVI AND DEI: HOW DEVELOPED?
(composite CWCVI framework)
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CWCVI AND DEI: HOW DEVELOPED?
• Processing indicators and indicating baskets
Indicators were populated using primary data and later normalised (based
on a max-min transformation approach)
Equal weights were applied (Shah et al., 2013; Busby et al., 2014) and
values of normalise indicators in each basket were averaged to yield a
specific basket value using the equation:
Indicator 1 + Indicator 2 + Indicator 3 + .....+ Indicator n
N
N here is number of indicators per basket

CWCVI AND DEI: HOW DEVELOPED?
• Computing the composite index (Hahn et al., 2009)

CWCVI is the computed index for livelihood group l; B1.....Bn are the
indicating baskets; w1......wn represent number of indicators in each
basket; CWCVI is scaled from 0 (least vulnerable) to 1 (most vulnerable)

• DEI – a recast version of CWCVI equation accounting for differential exposure
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WHERE APPLIED - LAKE CHAD

Source:
http://geology.com/world/africamap.gif

LAKE CHAD IS DRYING

Source:
www.grida.no/graph
icslib/detail/lakechad-decrease-inarea-1963-19731987-1997-and2001_9d8f
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FISHING

RESULTS: CWCVI
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RESULTS: DEI
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RESULTS

RESULTS
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KEY CONCLUDING MESSAGES
•

CWCVI points at key determinants of vulnerability and the
losses experienced locally – impacts from exposures are
unequally distributed

• Informs climate-water conflict thinking
•

Background conditions of vulnerability critical
- move beyond mainstream views that privilege ‘scarcities’ in
water conflict outcomes
- consider vulnerability assessments as important contextual
entry point to understanding climate-water conflict relations

• The CWCVI and DEI communicate locally-appropriate, needbased insights about what may contribute to apparently new
forms of interventions for rural livelihoods (e.g. in Lake Chad)
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THANK YOU FOR LISTENING
For more information, please email
me: eeuto@leeds.ac.uk ;
uche4purpose@yahoo.co.uk
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